A Citizen’s Proclamation of Disrespect
Tony Blair’s Dereliction of Duty to the People of Britain
1. In 1997, Tony Blair was elected Britain’s Prime Minister. He claimed to be heading a
government that would define a Third Way in politics, after abandoning the socialist
economic agenda of nationalising the means of production. This meant his
government needed new tools to control the boom/bust business cycle that
periodically ruptures the capitalist economy.
2. When they moved into Downing Street and HM Treasury, I wrote to Mr Blair and his
four key colleagues to explain that a house price bubble, driven by speculation in the
land market, would peak in 2007. They had 10 years in which to adopt the policies
that could prevent the housing market from getting out of control. I provided the
detailed analysis in The Chaos Makers (1997), explaining how to realign tax policy to
secure and sustain full employment. At the time, 20% of UK households had nobody
in employment. I submitted further alerts to the British government, and reaffirmed
the risks to the UK and the global economy in Boom Bust: house prices, banking and
the depression of 2010 (2005).
3. No preventative action was taken. Blair resigned in June 2007. UK house prices
peaked five months later, precipitating the worst depression since the 1930s.
4. Following his departure from Downing Street, Blair amassed a portfolio of London
residential properties worth many millions of pounds. Many other families had their
homes repossessed. Many others could not afford to buy homes for their families.
5. Tony Blair, in his memoir A Journey (2010), insists that he was responsible for his
government's economic policies. Therefore, he must accept personal responsibility
for the land speculation that triggered the financial crisis of 2008 (when banks lost
faith in the value of the sub-prime mortgages which they had created). The
documentation on Blair’s failure is provided in my book 2010: The Inquest (2010).
6. Britain is now being steered towards the next land-led property boom/bust.
7. On stepping down as Prime Minister, Blair was appointed by the United Nations as
its envoy to help secure peace between Israel and the Palestinians. This role
required insight into the significance of land in the life of a population. Blair had
demonstrated a wilful disregard of this aspect of British life. He is not qualified to
resolve the land question that divides Israeli from the people of Palestine.
8. I herewith pronounce that Tony Blair, in view of his dereliction of duty towards the
people of Britain, does not deserve the respect of a statesman, and that he is not
qualified to act on behalf of the UN and the community of nations.
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